On an automated business document processing system maintaining financial data, errors on query based retrieval of numbers are critical to overall performance and usability of the system. Automatic spelling correction methods have been emerged and have played important role in development of information retrieval system. However scope of the methods was limited to the symbols, for example alphabetic letter strings, which can be reserved in the form of trainable templates or custom dictionary. On the other hand, numbers, a sequence of digits, are not the objects that can be reserved into a dictionary but a pure markov sequence. In this paper we proposed a new OCR model for spelling correction for numbers using the multiple streams and the context based correction on top of probabilistic information retrieval framework.
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An automated business document processing system, founded on variety of information retrieval techniques, performs query and correction procedures on the alphabetic texts and the numeric digits read from input document. In case that the inputs are semi-structured documents having internal XML-type format, the typical query functions employed in a desktop or a web application can acquire texts and numbers by exploring the pre-defined relational data structure [1] , which implies no acquisition errors and low parse errors. However, in case that the inputs are the un-structured documents such as a collection of the texts obtained from a scanned image by an OCR engine, acquisition errors are so significant that data acquirement module should include an auto-validation function to correct input errors.
The conventional information retrieval techniques are designed on the structured text data [2] . The same techniques cannot be delineated effectively to the unstructured data obtained from the scanned document image by OCR. Some examples of the automated document system taking scanned documents as its input are invoice parsing [3] , query on legal or medical documents [4] [5] [6] , digital video surveillance system [7] for reading vehicle license plate, and etc.
In order for the conventional information retrieval techniques to be extended to domain of unstructured documents, two major pre-processings are pre-requisite. 1) Layout analysis that converts to a structured document. Appropriate conversion of the raw OCR texts into a structured data format provides the unit documents with well defined relation so that the standard query techniques can be applied effectively. 2) Correction of errors that occurred from input texts. As a formatted data in an archive for query system, a structured document has no text errors, while an un-structured document usually suffers from errors in texts due to OCR from reading the scanned image. This involves that, prior to transferring an unstructured document into an archive, text error correction is indispensable.
OCR text errors can be classified into the two classes: errors to the alphabetic and the numeric texts. The error in alphabetic word can be resolved by a spelling correction typically using a dictionary matching, on the other hand the error in numeric texts has no standard solution. In this paper we addressed the problems of error correction occurring in the query for numbers. We proposed a correction model based on using the multiple text streams and using the contexts in the form of a relational formula.
This paper organizes as follows: in section 2 related previous research works are presented, in section 3 theoretical and implementation details for our model are introduced, in section 4 test procedure and experimental results are presented, and in section 5 some discussions on our model are described.
Related Works
In this section the previous research works related to layout analysis for conversion to semi-structured format from un-structured document and text error corrections are described.
Layout analysis on the documents, one of the hardest problems in the area of document segmentation, has been considered as a useful technique for improvement OCR related performance. For robust recognition, Rasagna et al.
used the word clustering method by locality sensitive hashing and presented significant improvement [8] . Li at el.
proposed a categorization with electronic abstracts method specialized for the case of biomedical document [9] .
Correction of OCR errors has been studied by many researchers using variety of methods. A brief summary is as follows. Xu and Nagy employed a prototype extraction method based on a tolerance correction [10] , which was considered to maintain OCR accuracy with decreasing quality of document. AviItzhak et al. adopted the neural networks with centroid-dithering training on the various font types [11] . Drira et al. proposed an an-isotropic diffusion model, PDE based OCR recovery model [12] .
Garain et al. suggested a pairwise discrimination principle adopted from artificial immune system. They employed support vector machine framework for implementation [13] . Jain et al., applied independent component analysis method on the un-calibrated camera-based image [14] and showed significant improvement on OCR recognition.
On the other hand, Koga et al. proposed discriminant feature extraction followed by dictionary word matching [15] , which also showed significant improvement. Shin et al. adopted a super-resolution method as an image restoration from a single image for a biometric technique of iris recognition [16] .
An OCR engine converts the scanned documents to text data with hierarchical structure such as character, word, line, and paragraph. Due to the low precision of lines and paragraphs from OCR engine, the hierarchical structure is not useful in practical problems however the accuracy of word level structure is high enough to be used. In development of a query system on scanned document, OCR error is the source of error propagating from the earliest stage. Accurate text error correction methods upgrade the precision of information retrieval process.
An automated invoice parsing system takes scanned invoice documents as input and parses the contents such as purchase order, invoice date, vender name, and details of product items as well. The performance of the system depends on the precision of several factors such as detection of region of interest, field parsing rule, and OCR accuracy. For the study of this paper, let's focus on the case of OCR error. In case OCR errors occurred to alphabetical texts, the system adopts the standard spelling correction rules while in case OCR errors occurred to numeric digits, the system ignores and overrides with the reasonable value. In this paper we proposed a method to correct errors on the numeric digits.
Query and Correction Model
The proposed correction method consisted of the following three approaches:
1. use of multiple text streams by generation of the multiple pre-processed images, 2. use of baysian voting scheme, 3. use of context sensitive error correction.
Each of these approaches is explained throughout this section.
Use of Multiple Text Streams
The idea of using multiple streams was stemmed from an effort to recover from OCR errors by means of yielding the multiple text data by different processes.
Refer to [17] , in which multiple images taken from the different angles were used, for the case of video streams.
For example, the texts with dotted font type tend to cause OCR error that can be easily fixed by gaussian smoothing and the texts within half-toning region can be recognized more accurately by low resolution conversion.
( Fig. 1 '20.14', and '20.14' according to processing method, respectively.
Method of Classification of Text Words into the Two Groups
The text words in a document were grouped into the We started with describing MajorityVoting (Plurality Voting) since it served as the basic module to the others.
Followingly, we presented the modules in sequential order.
Plurality Voting
As seen in (Fig. 6 ) the digit correction model was based on a voting scheme, denoted as MajorityVoting of which implementation was described in <Algorithm 1>. In the algorithm, for the convenience of presentation, we used a fixed sized vector (size of 4) as an input. But the algorithm can be applied to the vectors with any size. The MajorityVoting algorithm introduced above is data-type independent, e.g., it is applicable to the numbers, the ascii characters, the sequence of ascii characters, the strings, and the abstract data types.
Data Acquisition Interface
One of the functionalities of DataAcquisitionInterface is to filter out the non-digit inputs. For the non-numeric texts, we employed the dictionary matching method separately. The other functionality is to check whether all the inputs are same. If the inputs are all the same, there is no need to invoke the correction process.
Digit Representation
For the study of numeric digit correction we explored digit-by-digit representation of a number and applied the correction method on each digit in the representation.
Algorithm 2 explained how a number was converted to its representation form. A number is a sequence consisted of the digits, the dot ('.'), the comma (','), and some pre-fixes '$', '+', and '-', e.g., n = n1 n2 n3 … nk where nj is one of {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} or ',', or '.'. For a special case, n1 can be '$', '+', '-'. In this paper we assumed that we could differentiate the digits from the comma, the dot, and the other pre-fix signs so that a representation of number could be a collection of the pure digits. It should be mentioned that in some pathological cases, '$' can be confused with '5' or '8'.
Determination of Representation Length
Suppose we have a set of the four numbers, {m1, m2, m3, m4}, with digit representations as follow:
m1 := {m11, m12, … , m1k1} m2 := {m21, m22, … , m2k2} m3 := {m31, m32, … , m3k3}
Notice that the lengths of representations can be various. We used the majority voting algorithm described above to determine the length of the resulting number as seen in <Algorithm 2>. As the result of this process we can see that the output of PostingsListWeightScoring is "12345". A pseudo code implementation of this process is summarized in <Algorithm 4>.
Context Sensitive Correction Scheme
We have introduced a modeling method for correction of OCR error occurred to the digits. In this section we further discussed on a context sensitive correction model for the case of available relational data structure. Suppose we have a relational formula among a set of three numbers, {n1, n2, n3}, e.g., n1 = n2 * n3. We created a context sensitive correction model if the three numbers failed to satisfy the formula relation. Our assumption on this model here was that only one of the numbers among the three was allowed to be wrong. Once we found out We determined to select the case having the minimum counts of digit error, i.e., correct '308' to '300' for the example case. DigitDistance in Algorithm 5 is a distance measure that is a simple counting measure by digit-by-digit
comparison. An implementation detail is presented in <Algorithm 6>.
Experiments and Results

Data Set
We constructed a ground truth data set sampled by random selection of 1,000 scanned invoice documents from As an important property, every invoice document should contain its unique "purchase order number" or "customer order number". For the convenience of notation,
we name it as PO number. In (Fig. 7) for an example of In this study a ground truth data was defined as an instance of XML configuration type nested structure whose fields are consisted of "PO" number, the number of price lines, the value of unit cost, the value of shipped quantity.
<PO number> PO number </PO number> <LINE number> number of price lines </LINE number> <LINE number 1> unit cost, shipped quantity <LINE number 1> … … <LINE number n> unit cost, shipped quantity <LINE number n>
The format of the output from the invoice parsing system is designed to be same with the format of the ground truth data. For example, from the invoice seen in (Fig. 7 ) the system extracted PO number, the number of lines, the unit cost, the shipped quantity, and the extension amount as below:
PO number: 1374145
The number of the price lines: 3. 
Experiment Procedure
There exists an automated invoice parsing system (AIPS) which takes a scanned document as an input and extracted details of product items as an output. The AIPS is a two-stage process: at the first stage it detects the region of interest; at the second stage, it parses the information from texts within the region. For illustration purpose, the three red rectangles in (Fig. 7) A schematic diagram for this test procedure is demonstrated in (Fig. 8) . Using the data set prepared as 
Evaluation Measure
The auto-validator is a binary classifier with the categories of "correct" and "wrong". We employed the two typical measures for the binary classifier, "precision" and "recall rates". The precision is a value of the number of correct match divided by the number of sample data, and the recall is a value of the number of actual match divided by the number of correct match. The test simulator, described in section 4.2, provides the statistics, {{p1, r1}, {p2, r2}, {p3, r3}}, from the three methods (M1, M2, and M3). "{pk, rk}" indicates the precision and the recall of Mk , for k=1, 2, 3, respectively.
Performance Analysis
M#, Pr, and
Rc denotes the number of data matched, the precision, and the recall rates, respectively. <Table 1> presents the results of the experiments. In the table the method 1 (M1) indicates that the tests procedure without including our module, the method 2 (M2) indicates that the tests procedure with digit correction using multiple stream (without context sensitive correction), and the method 3 (M3) indicates that the test procedure with full version of our model. M#, Pr, and Rc denotes the number of data matched, the precision, and the recall rates, respectively. As summarized in <Table 2> for the querying the unit cost field, 85 additional invoice documents were automatically validated by using the multiple streams (M2) and 97 additional invoice documents were validated by using context sensitive correction (M3), for the querying the shipped quantity field, 58 additional invoice documents were automatically validated by using the multiple streams (M2) and 69 additional invoice documents were validated by using the context sensitive correction (M3).
<Table 2> number of invoices recovered by digit error correction
Conclusion
The automated document system (or document understanding system) has drawn a lot of attention in the industry. The core technology for the system is a well behaving query and correction model. There have been intense efforts and evolutions for the dictionary based text query and recovery model, but not much for the non-alphabetic texts.
To the best of our knowledge, the proposed model of query and correction for the digits using multiple OCR text streams followed by the k-gram of the postings list is a new attempt. At the previous section we showed that the use of multiple streams improved the performance of an automated document system more than 7%, which implies, considering the strict matching criterion on the outputs from the invoice parsing system, the correction of OCR errors has been significantly (at least 8%) enhanced.
The context sensitive correction module adopted in this model required a problem domain specific formula: for an invoice document, three numbers in a line should satisfy a relational formula z = x * y (unit cost * quantities = extension amount). There should be a generic scheme for query reformulation, e.g. apply all the possible operations like addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and etc and automatically find out the relational formula through some form of training processes. In our study, the context sensitive correction improved the overall accuracy of the system at least about 1.2%. In (Fig. 10) we demonstrate the necessity of generic context correction.
This invoice does not contain a formula z = x * y with the variables of the quantity, unit cost, and extension but it contains z = x * y + a with the variables of 'AMT', 'EX. RATE', 'AMOUNT', and 'VAT'.
